VIVA!™
The Next Generation in Air Freshness

INNOVATION IN THE AIR

60 DAYS refill life GUARANTEED
CONSISTENT FRAGRANCING
continuously fresh scent & odour control

world’s Most Eco-Friendly Air Freshness System
Viva!e Air Freshness

The next generation air freshener

Viva!E does not use old aerosol or spray technology; it is a new generation of air freshener and the world’s first to use new Oxy-Gen Powered technology.

Create the ‘WOW’ factor

The Viva!E Air Freshness system emits intensely-scented pure fragrance continuously, creating a permanently fresh environment that has fresh impact every time you walk into the room.

“The first thing I noticed when I walked in the room was the fantastic scent.”

Consistent fragrance levels - guaranteed

Viva!E is designed and engineered to deliver consistent and continuous levels of fragrance and odour control for the full life of each refill.

Oxy-Gen Powered

Unique Oxy-Gen Powered refill technology delivers precise doses of intense scent with no variation on delivery or drying out.

World’s First Oxygen Powered Technology for Aircare
**Most eco-friendly air freshener**

Oxy-Gen Powered technology is a clean source of power, producing continuous levels of intense fragrance that contain no propellants, solvents or CFCs – just pure natural scent.

**Carbon footprint approved product**

In an independent process the Oxy-Gen Powered system has been assessed and verified for emissions and energy consumption and was found to have a significantly lower carbon footprint compared to aerosol products in the market.

“I know the washroom is clean, just because it smells so fresh.”

“It’s good to have an air freshening system that isn’t harmful to the environment.”

**Top quality fragrances**

Each fragrance has been selected for their intensity; each has been extensively tested for performance over the refill life; each has been field tested for popularity and appeal.
Better for freshness

eutralox malodour eliminator

Most air fresheners work by masking bad odours with heavy perfume. The Viva!E Air Freshness system uses Neutra-Lox, a proprietary odour neutralising agent to eliminate any bad odours, instead of masking them, leaving only fresh scent in the air. Neuto-Lox effectively eliminates bad odours such as tobacco, kitchen odours, sweat, mildew, animal and body odours.

“Servicing Viva!E is so easy with no complicated programming. It takes just seconds to fit a new refill.”

Refills are compliant with
- Californian Air Resources Board (CARB)
- REACH
- European Regulations
  and are also exempt from Swiss VOC taxes

- An invigorating scent of green apple and pear softened with peach and pineapple
- A tropical sensation that blends light fresh citrus with sweet mango and sun-ripened papaya
- A crisp herbal fragrance with pine, rosemary and tea tree
- A fragrant accord to white tea and scented rose
- A warm, sensual fragrance combining oudh, sandalwood and saffron
- A fresh, invigorating scent with fragrant lavender and spicy herbs
- An intensely fruity perfume with hints of orange supported by warm spices
- Green woods and citrus give this fragrance a fresh, aromatic scent
- A vibrant, bubbly scent of lime, lemon and grapefruit
- A vibrant citrus mix of lemon and lime for a bright, uplifting scent
The world’s most environmentally-friendly air freshener that delivers fresh scent and odour control continuously for 60 days

Oxy-Gen Powered technology is a new medical-grade innovation that harnesses the power of pure oxygen to deliver **continuous, consistent ambient fragrance**.

- No harmful emissions, solvents or propellants
- Low VOCs mean it is ideal for green buildings and LEED certification requirements
- Viva!e can reduce the amount of VOCs being emitted by up to 90% when compared to aerosol cans
- The refill is 100% recyclable and safe to dispose of in your regular plastic recycling waste
- Less waste, safer storage
- Works against gravity so the fragrance oil won’t pool or leak

**VIVA!e** best for the environment & performance
Stylish designs that work in any room

Compact, contemporary and available in a choice of colours, the Viva!E Air Freshness unit will complement any room – from luxurious lounges to working washrooms.

Viva!e Dispenser

- Key lock
- Vented sides for effective fragrance dispersal
- Stylish cover design in a choice of 9 colours
- Visual light indicators provide refill and battery replacement reminders
  - Simple to install and refill – just twist and go
  - Operates on 2 AA alkaline batteries (not included) that last up to 2 years
  - Empty refills can be safely disposed of as plastic recycling
  - Perfume oil is gradually dispersed delivering a continuous and consistent fragrance intensity
  - Unique cellular diffuser will not dry out or become saturated too quickly
  - Can be positioned at any height
  - Silent operation

Maximum efficiency, low maintenance

Simple to install and refill, the Viva!E Air Freshness system fits easily into a maintenance schedule with each refill lasting 60 days and batteries lasting up to 2 years.

Viva!e Air Freshness Unit

Great looking lockable refill holder in a choice of 9 colours will blend into any room design

Watch the Installation Video here
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